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Abstract

Two types of contingent workers have emerged as a result of the growth of non-standard

employment practices over the last half-century. One type is highly skilled, often a specialist

who selects the projects he works on, is highly paid, and chooses contingent work over traditional

employment. The other is low skill, low wage, and prefers the security of traditional employment

to the uncertainty of temporary work. This paper presents a model of talent allocation that

captures these phenomena. Efficient talent allocation implies that unemployed agents are the

lowest skill agents in the economy. Whether these agents cycle into employee or contingent

positions when task volume increases depends on the measure of agents relative to the measure

of firms and on the probability with which individual firms receive tasks.

Conversely, the highest skill agents in the economy become contingent workers, allowing them

to be matched with the highest value tasks that no firm receives with certainty. An agent’s skill

level determines the opportunities open to him; thus, high skill agents choose contingent work

over employment, while low skill contingent workers would prefer employee positions unavailable

to them.



1 Introduction

The experiences of agents in their working lives are changing as the nature of employment relation-

ships evolves. Careers are increasingly moving beyond firm boundaries, and as a result, the stability

and security of agents’ work has become a concern for policy makers and scholars, in addition to

the agents themselves. Sociologists, in particular, have noted a relationship between non-standard

work relationships and employment instability, especially for low skill agents who are excluded from

standard employment. However, economic models of the labor market focus on overall supply side

outcomes or demand side concerns rather than the experiences of agents in these changing markets.

This paper presents a theory of the labor market that allows for the examination of agent

experience depending on skill level and on type of employment: as an employee or as a contractor.

It characterizes the market equilibrium that reflects the instability discussed by sociologists, and

identifies conditions under which such an equilibrium is likely to arise. Specifically, the equilibrium

of interest is one in which low skill contractors cycle in and out of unemployment and are unable

to move to more stable standard employment positions.

The model is a matching model with no asymmetric information or moral hazard. Agents

of different skill levels produce output by working on tasks of different values. Rather than being

directly matched with a task, each agent is matched with a firm whose task value is uncertain

ex-ante. Each agent can be matched as an employee ex-ante, as a contractor ex-post, or not be

matched at all, in which case he is unemployed.

In the leading case, illustrating the evidence from sociology, the optimal match is such that

the lowest skill agents in the economy do not become employees because their skill is not competitive

for the available positions. Instead, these agents remain unallocated until task types are revealed.

In some states they are contractors, while in other states they are unemployed. On the demand
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side of the labor market, this equilibrium requires that some firms do not hire an employee, so low

skill contractors must be more productive than they would be as employees at those firms.

This type of equilibrium is likely to arise when labor supply is relatively limited, so that

agents are more productive when spreading their skill across many firms. Similarly, when firms

have a small volume of work, contractors can be more productive than employees because they are

likely to be matched with a task at one of many firms. Finally, when there are few tasks that can

only be done by employees (i.e. in industries where knowledge or skill is general rather than firm

specific), the equilibrium is likely to fit this allocation pattern.

Some have noted the role of regulation on the increased use of non-traditional employment

relationships (for example, Kalleberg (2000)). Limits to a firm’s ability to dismiss employees (Autor,

2003) and minimum employee benefits requirements (Houseman, 2000) have both been suggested as

potentially contributing to the trend. In addition to examining conditions for which the unregulated

equilibrium includes low skill contingent workers, the effects of these two types of regulation are

explored.

The model reflects several theories regarding firms’ choices over staffing arrangements. So-

ciologists and economists alike have argued that contractors may be used in order to reduce costs

(Abraham and Taylor, 1996), to flexibly staff in response to volatility (Abraham and Taylor, 1996;

Kalleberg et al., 2003), or to utilize skill not available in-house (Abraham and Taylor, 1996; Matusik

and Hill, 1998). All of these forces are at work in the model presented here.

The paper proceeds as follows: The next section gives a very brief overview of the evidence

on the contingent workforce from the sociology literature and outlines the facts this theory seeks to

explain. Section 3 introduces the model, explains how agents are allocated, and gives some general

conditions on optimal allocations. In Section 4 the equilibrium of interest is characterized, and in

Section 5 the other two possible equilibrium types are characterized. Section 6 gives conditions
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under which the leading case is likely to arise. Section 7 briefly discusses agent allocation over two

periods. Section 8 considers the affects of employment regulation. Section 9 concludes.

2 Focus of the Model: The Evidence

This paper is concerned with explaining a particular set of facts established in the sociology lit-

erature comparing the experiences of low and high skill workers in non-traditional employment

relationships. The literature concerned with these workers notes that unlike traditional employ-

ment relationships, characterized by full-time work over an indefinite period, contingent work lacks

security and benefits (Kalleberg, 2000). In addition to these issues, scholars and activists expressed

concern that contingent workers were at risk for poverty due to low wages and limited opportunities

for training and career advancement (Marler et al., 2002; Vallas, 2012).

Following these arguments, a series of papers examine the experiences of agents working in

contingent jobs, and determined that while some workers, particularly those who are low skilled, do

encounter this lack of security and of options, others achieve more freedom and power as contingent

workers than as traditional employees (Marler et al., 2002; Kunda and Barley, 2006). This line of

research used both hard data (i.e. wages, education, etc.), as well as surveys or interviews. For

example, Marler et al. (2002) find that, though they have some anxiety regarding the risks, high

skill contingent workers choose that arrangement over opportunities for traditional employment

and are paid more than their traditional employment counterparts. Low skill contingent workers,

on the other hand, hope to find traditional employment positions.

In order to understand and explain the rise of the low skill contingent worker, this paper

will focus on finding a labor market equilibrium in which

• Low skill contractors are at risk for unemployment.
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• These agents are unable to secure positions as employees.

The papers cited above also make note of a group of high skill agents who choose contracting work

over traditional employment. This pattern will be discussed in relation to the equilibrium types

characterized.

3 A General Model

Suppose the labor market is composed of N agents and M firms. Let a firm be a location where

a task may arrive and may be undertaken. Production occurs when an agent completes a task.

Agents differ in skill level and tasks differ in value. An agent’s skill level, α, is the probability of

him successfully completing a task he attempts. Thus, when an agent with skill α works on a task

of value, v, the expected output is

αv

Note than the cross partial of this production function is positive, ∂2

∂α∂vαv > 0. Thus, the production

maximizing allocation of agents is such that the highest skill agents work on the highest value tasks.

Denote agent i’s skill level, αi. Without loss of generality, let αi ≥ αi′ whenever i > i′,

so that agent 1 has the lowest skill level in the labor market and agent N has the highest. The

identity of each agent is public knowledge. Therefore, the productivity of the economy is limited

by the information available about the value of the task each firm receives at the time agents are

matched with firms. Each firm’s task is a random variable that is realized on task arrival. Tasks

can take on one of two values, v̄ or v with v̄ > v.

Each agent must acquire some knowledge before he can work, and this knowledge acquisition

must be done before tasks arrive. An agent can either acquire knowledge that is specific to a

particular firm or acquire general knowledge. If the agent acquires firm specific knowledge, then he
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cannot do a task at any other firm. An agent who acquires general knowledge can do a task at any

firm; however, some tasks can only be done by an agent with firm specific knowledge. The type of

knowledge acquired has no impact on performance other than to determine which tasks an agent

can work on.

Call an agent who acquires firm specific knowledge an employee, and the tasks that can only

be done by these agents employee specific. All other tasks are referred to as general tasks. Because

knowledge must be acquired ex-ante, these agents must be matched with firms ex-ante. Call an

agent who is matched with a firm ex-post a contractor, and an agent who remains unmatched

unemployed. The timeline is shown in Figure 1.

Each firm may receive up to one task. Firm j’s probability of receiving a task with value

V ∈ {H,L} and specificity S ∈ {E,G} is pj,V,S . Then the probability that j does not receive a

task is (1−
∑
V,S

pj,V,S) and the ex-ante expected value of firm j’s task is

(pj,H,E + pj,H,G)v̄ + (pj,L,E + pj,L,G)v
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Assume pj,V,S 6= 0 for all j, V, S, but these may be arbitrarily small.

Assume all pj,V,S and covariances between firms are known so that the economy-wide distri-

bution of the M random variables (tasks) can be calculated. Finally, assume that all agents and

firms are risk-neutral. Thus, total surplus is maximized when total production is maximized; the

equilibrium is the social planner’s allocation of agents to firms maximizing productivity.

3.1 Describing an Equilibrium

The equilibrium specifies the allocation agents to firms. Each agent, i, may be matched with a

particular firm, j, ex-ante. Agents who are not matched ex-ante may be matched with a firm (in-

cluding firms already matched ex-ante) ex-post. This ex-post match is a function of the realization

of the M random variables in addition to the ex-ante allocation of agents. For example, an agent

assigned ex-post may be assigned to firm j in some states and to firm j′ in others, depending on

the types of tasks received by j and j′.

Given the ex-ante distributions of variables, an agent can be an employee, he can be a con-

tractor in every state (for every possible realization of the random variables), he can be unemployed

in every state, or he can be a contractor in some states and unemployed in other states. For clarity,

call an agent who is a contractor in at least one state a contractor and an agent who is unemployed

in every state unemployed. Note that it may be impossible for any agent to work as a contractor

with certainty, depending on the joint distribution of the random variables.

The task that an agent may work on depends on his firm assignment and the realization of

the random variables. Define an agent’s job as his firm allocation (specified for each state) and his

possible task assignments at the firm(s).

For any allocation of agents to firms, agent i’s job consists of him working on high value

tasks qi,H of the time and low value tasks qi,L ≤ (1− qi,H) of the time. An unemployed agent, for
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example, will have qi,H = qi,L = 0. Thus, the productivity of agent i is under a given allocation

can be written

αi[qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv]

The total production in the economy, then, is

∑
i

αi[qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv]

Condition 1. A necessary condition for a candidate allocation of agents to be an equilibrium is

that for any i and i′ with i′ < i, it must be that [qi,H v̄+ qi,Lv] ≥ [qi′,H v̄+ qi′,Lv]. Lower skill agents

must have lower productivity jobs.

If this condition fails, then two agents could switch jobs and total production would be

increased; thus, if the condition is violated, the candidate allocation cannot be an equilibrium. On

the other hand, this condition is not sufficient for an equilibrium, because dividing the set of tasks

into different jobs may increase total production, even when the condition is satisfied for a fixed

set of jobs.

3.2 Ex-Post Agent Allocation

The model as setup so far allows for a few preliminary results regarding ex-post assignment of

agents. These results will be useful in the next two sections.

Lemma 1. For each realization of the random variables, unemployed agents are less skilled than

contractors in the following sense:

If agent i is unemployed, no agent with i′ < i can be employed as a contractor.

Proof. See Appendix.
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When agents are allocated to firms ex-post, the highest skilled agents will be allocated first,

so any agents left unallocated must be the lowest skill agents of those who have general knowledge.

Lemma 2. In each state, there are only unemployed agents if each firm with a general task hires

an agent.

Proof. See Appendix.

An agent can only be unemployed if there are no tasks on which he can work. Unemployed

agents are not assigned ex-ante, but they have the potential to be assigned ex-post to a general

task. They can only remain unassigned ex-post when there are an insufficient number of tasks for

the number of agents available to work on them.

Lemma 3. Firm j can only hire agent i as a contractor if the following 2 conditions hold:

1. Firm j received a general task.

2. No agent with i′ > i is an employee of firm j.

Proof. See Appendix.

If a firm has not received a general task, then a contractor cannot do any productive work

at that firm. Furthermore, if the firm has already hired an employee who has more skill than the

potential contractor, hiring the contractor to do the task instead of the employee will decrease the

productivity on that task. Because the employee cannot be reassigned, this will decrease overall

production.
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4 Low Skill Contingent Workers: An Equilibrium Characteriza-

tion

This paper seeks to explain apparent phenomena in the labor market established by sociology

scholars. Specifically, the sociology literature discussing contingent workers suggests that there is a

class of low skill contractors who cycle in and out of unemployment and are locked out of employee

positions, which they would prefer to the unstable positions they hold. This section describes a

labor market equilibrium that reflects these assertions. Subsequent sections will identify conditions

under which such an equilibrium arises.

First note that the contractors this sociology literature is concerned with must be the lowest

skill agents in the economy. This assertion is based on the fact that these agents would prefer

an employee job, but are unable to obtain one. In a market equilibrium, competition drives up

the wages of higher skill agents. These agents have more employment options available to them,

because many firms want to hire them. Lower skill agents are less desirable to firms, so their

employment options are fewer.

If an agent is locked out of a type of job he wants, it must be that the firm offering that

job hires a higher skill agent, preventing the lower skill agent from being a competitive candidate

for the job. If a contractor was more highly skilled than an agent hired into an employee position,

then the firm hiring that agent would be at least as well off hiring that contractor instead of its

employee. If the equilibrium places the higher skill agent in a contracting position, this agent must

choose that job over the employee position because the compensation is sufficient to attract him1.

Claim. If i is a contractor who prefers a job as an employee, then all i′ < i are contractors.

1This argument also explains why high skill and low skill contractors face different levels of stability.
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Proof. Sketch (full proof in appendix): There cannot be an employee i′ who is of lower skill. If

there was such an i′, i would be competitive for that agent’s job and would not be unable to obtain

an employee position. If there aren’t any lower skill employees, then there must be firms that have

not hired an agent as an employee; otherwise, i could not work as a contractor (by Lemma 3).

But if there are firms that have not hired an employee, then there cannot be an agent i′ who is

unemployed (in every state), because surplus would be increased by assigning i′ to one of these

firms ex-ante. Thus, no lower skill agent can be an employee, and no agent (of higher or lower skill)

can be unemployed. All agents i′ < i must also be contractors.

Now suppose that there are n agents who fall into this group of low skill contingent workers.

That is all agents i ∈ [1, n] are contractors and agent n+1 is not a contractor. Following Lemma 1,

agent n+ 1 must be an employee; there cannot be an unemployed agent who has higher skill than

a contractor. Furthermore, in order for the agents i ∈ [1, n] to each have a positive probability of

being a contractor, each is a contractor in some state, it must be that there is some state in which

all of these n agents are contractors.

Claim. If agents i ∈ [1, n] are contractors, then at least n firms must not have an employee.

Proof. If agent 1 is a contractor, there is some state in which he is not unemployed ex-post. By

Lemma 1, this implies that all of i ∈ [2, n] are also contractors in this state; thus there must be

n tasks for these agents to work on. Each firm receives no more than 1 task, thus these n tasks

correspond to n firms. By Lemma 3, a firm hiring agent i ex-post cannot have an employee with

higher skill than i. However, none of the agents with less skill than i are allocated ex-ante. Thus,

these n firms must not have employees.

Observation. If agents i ∈ [1, n] are contractors, no agent in unemployed.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 1.
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The equilibrium of interest has the following characteristics:

1. The n lowest skill agents are contractors.

2. Agent n+ 1 is an employee.

3. No agents are unemployed.

4. At least n firms do not hire an employee.

An equilibrium with these characteristics can be compared to other possible equilibria. Be-

cause each agent is either a contractor, an employee, or unemployed, there are three possible types

of equilibria based on the job type of the lowest skill agents.

5 Other Equilibrium Types

5.1 Lowest Skill Agents are Unemployed

Suppose agents i ∈ [1, n] are unemployed.

Claim. If the lowest skill agents are unemployed, indeed if there are any unemployed agents in the

economy, every firm must have hired an employee.

Proof. If a firm, j does not hire an employee, then its employee specific asks must not be done.

If agent i is unemployed with probability 1, then qi,H = qi,L = 0. Assigning i to firm j increases

surplus by at least αi[pj,H,E v̄ + pj,L,Ev].

No agent can be unemployed if there are tasks that the agent could be assigned to work on.

Claim. There are no other unemployed agents in the labor market.

Suppose agents i ∈ [1, n] are unemployed. If agent î > n is unemployed, then i′ must be unemployed

for each i′ ∈ [n, î].
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Proof. By contradiction: First, note that i′ cannot be a contractor, by Lemma 3. Next, suppose

there is an i′ who is an employee. Then Condition 1 is violated because

[qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv] > [qî,H v̄ + qî,Lv] = 0

Claim. If agents i ∈ [1, n] are unemployed, agent n+ 1 must be an employee.

Proof. By the first claim, every firm must have an employee. All employees must have at least as

high skill as n+ 1, because agents 1 through n are unemployed. Then, by Lemma 3, n+ 1 cannot

be a contractor. Thus, n+ 1 must be an employee.

An equilibrium in which the least skilled agents are unemployed has the following charac-

teristics:

1. The n lowest skill agents are unemployed.

2. No additional agents are unemployed.

3. Agent n+ 1 is an employee.

4. Each firm hires an employee.

5.2 Lowest Skill Agents are Employees

Suppose agents i ∈ [1, n] are employees.

Claim. In an equilibrium in which the lowest skill agents are employees, it must be the case that

no agents are unemployed.
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Proof. If i is an employee and i′ > i is unemployed, then [qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv] > [qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv] = 0

violating Condition 1.

If an agent i is unemployed, then his productivity is 0 because qi,H = qi,L = 0. However, if

the lowest skill agent is an employee, then q1,H > 0 and q1,L > 0. Therefore, such an allocation of

agents violates Condition 1, and cannot be an equilibrium.

Observation. As each agent must be an employee or a contractor, agent n+1 must be an employee.

This type of equilibrium will have the following characteristics:

1. The n lowest skill agents are employees.

2. No agents are unemployed.

3. Agent n+ 1 is a contractor.

5.3 High Skill Contractors

In each type of equilibrium, higher skill agents may be contractors, and in some instances the highest

skill agents in the economy may be contractors. As noted in the last section, any contractor i

for whom there is a lower skill agent i′ < i who is a employee must choose his position over

standard employment, because in equilibrium all agents and firms’s must have individual rationality

constraints satisfied.

Agents with general knowledge have the ability to move around the economy to where their

skill can be most productive. Thus, depending on the allocation of other agents and on the possible

realizations of the random variables a contractor may be more likely to be matched with a task

than an employee, and furthermore, can be more likely to be matched with a high value task.

Consider an example following the model presented in Chapter 1. Suppose the ex-post

realization of tasks is deterministic, so there is only uncertainty over which firms will receive which
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tasks. Further suppose that there number of firms is very large, so the ex-post realization of tasks,

as well as any number of agents, can be expressed as fractions of the number of firms. Further,

assume firms are ex-ante identical. Finally, let there be only two types of agents, high skill with ᾱ

and low skill with α.

Because the ex-post realization of the random variables is deterministic, the demand for

contractors is a deterministic function of the ex-ante assignment of agents. Then, the task assign-

ment of any agent who acquires general knowledge is known ex-ante (only the firm assignment is

unknown ex-ante). For any agent that acquires general knowledge, there will be a high value or

low value task for him to work on, or no task at all. Because pV,S > 0 for all V, S, if there are any

contractors, some contractor works on a high value task with certainty.

Then, if any agent is a contractor, a high skill agent must be a contractor. A firm that hires

a high skill agent ex-ante cannot increase performance by hiring any agent ex-post. Therefore, a

high skill agent who acquires specific knowledge does any task his firm receives. If only low skill

agents are contractors, then there is some agent i with skill αi = α and agent i′ > i with skill

αi′ = ᾱ such that

v̄ = qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv > qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv = (pH,E + pH,G)v̄ + (pL,E + pL,G)v

violating Condition 1. If the distribution over tasks is not deterministic, but has a minimum number

of realized tasks, the argument continues to hold. In this case, in an equilibrium where low skill

contractors are at risk for unemployment and are excluded from employee positions, there will also

be high skill contractors with less instability and who choose those jobs over employee positions.
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6 When does the Equilibrium Reflect the Evidence?

Now that the three equilibria types have been characterized, it is possible to determine when the

equilibrium is likely to be a low skill contractors equilibrium. The information about unemployment

in each equilibrium type indicates that the relative number of agents, compared to the number of

firms, or task random variables, has an impact on which types of equilibria are possible.

6.1 Relative Thickness of Supply and Demand

In any equilibrium, each firm will only hire one agent as an employee. If more than one agent

is hired, the higher skill agent will always do the firm’s task. Therefore, the lower skill employee

will have zero productivity, and surplus can be weakly increased by leaving that agent unallocated

ex-ante. Furthermore, the number of contractors is bounded by the number of firms because each

firm receives at most one task. Any ex-ante unallocated agents in excess of the maximum number

of tasks will be unemployed with probability 1.

Therefore, in an equilibrium in which there are no unemployed agents, the maximum number

of agents is 2M . This is the case in both low skill contractor type of equilibrium and in the low

skill employee type of equilibrium. Furthermore, in the low skill contractor type, there must be at

least 1 firm without an employee, so the number of agents is bounded above at 2M − 1.

Finally, in the low skill unemployed type of equilibrium, all firms must hire an employee.

Therefore, the number of agents must be at least the number of firms plus one unemployed agent,

M + 1. These relationships are indicated in Figure 2.

As the thickness of the supply side of the market increases in relation to the demand side,

the equilibrium is more likely to be a low skill unemployed equilibrium. When the relative supply

of labor is small, low skill agents must be employees or contractors. The next subsection will show
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that when labor supply is very low, low skill agents are likely to be contractors because under these

conditions agent mobility becomes important.

6.2 A Necessary Condition for Low Skill Contingent Workers

Beyond this basic comparison of all equilibria types, the characteristics of the equilibrium type

of interest indicates a condition for its own existence. Recall that in an equilibrium in which the

lowest skill agents are contractors, there are some firms that do not hire employees. This fact can

be used to further assess whether an allocation satisfying the characteristics of such an equilibrium

is in fact an optimal allocation.

Condition 1 states that for a given set of jobs, agents must be assortatively matched with

jobs. A contingent worker allocation calls for an additional necessary condition due to those ex-ante

unmatched firms. For such an allocation to be an equilibrium, moving an ex-post assigned agent

to one of these firms cannot increase surplus.
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Recalling that the n least skilled agent are contractors, call the m ≥ n firms without an

employee j ∈ [1,m]. The increase from assigning agent i to firm j as an employee is at least:

αi [pj,H,E v̄ + pj,L,Ev]

because employee specific tasks are not otherwise done. Any general tasks previously done by a

higher skill agent can still be done by that agent; if a general task had been done by a lower skill

agent, it will be done by i after this reassignment, so the increase in surplus may be strictly greater

than the expression above.

Agent i’s productivity as a contractor is given by

qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv

Making i an employee would mean that he could not work on the tasks he would work on as a

contractor. However, if i is no longer a contractor, some of his tasks may be reassigned to other

contractors. Therefore, this is the upper bound of the cost of moving agent i. The movement of an

agent will cause an increase in production when the surplus gain is greater than the surplus loss.

Then if

surplus loss ≤ αi [qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv] < αi [pj,H,E v̄ + pj,L,Ev] ≤ surplus gain

for some i, j, the allocation cannot be an equilibrium. This inequality is most likely to hold for

agent 1 and the firm with max
j

[pj,H,E v̄ + pj,L,Ev].

Thus the following condition, then, is necessary for the equilibrium to be a low skill contractor

equilibrium.
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Condition 2. A necessary condition for an employment pattern in which firms j ∈ [1,m] do not

hire an employee to be an equilibrium is:

q1,H v̄ + q1,Lv > max
j∈[1,m]

pj,H,E v̄ + pj,L,E v

This condition is likely to hold when pj,H,E and pj,L,E are small relative to qi,H and qi,L.

Clearly, that is the case when there is little firm specificity. The condition is also likely to hold

when each individual firm has a low volume of all tasks, but contractors have a high volume of

work because they spread their time among many firms. Thus, as stated in the last subsection, the

equilibrium is likely to be characterized by low skill contractors when the number of firms is large

relative to the supply of labor.

7 Two Period Model

The literature on contingent workers emphasizes the instability of the jobs of these workers. The

model as presented in Section 3 captures this instability through a probability of unemployment.

Instability could also be an affect of change over time. In order to explore that possibility, this

section discusses an extension of the model to two periods. Assuming that agent assignment in the

first period puts no restrictions on assignment in the second period, this model is essentially the

model presented above repeated twice. The timeline in shown in Figure 3.

7.1 Stationary Ex-ante Distributions

If in each period the ex-ante distribution of tasks is the same, the allocation strategy will be the

same for both periods. That is, if i is assigned to j ex-ante in period 1, i and j will also be matched

ex-ante in period 2. All agents who are not assigned ex-ante in period 1 are also not assigned
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Figure 3: Two Period Timeline

ex-ante in period 2. Any difference in assignment between periods 1 and 2 must be a result of

a difference in the ex-post realization of tasks. In this way contractors can cycle in and out of

unemployment. However, if the distribution of tasks is not changing, then employed agents will

remain employed, and unemployed agents will remain unemployed in both periods.

7.2 Changing Distributions

The arguments made by sociologists regarding contingent workers raise an interesting question

about low skill workers. When could we expect low skill workers to cycle in and out of unemploy-

ment, but into employee positions rather than contractor positions?

Consider an equilibrium to the single period model in which the lowest skill agents are

unemployed. Recall that in such an equilibrium, all firms must hire an employee. This result

implies that in order for agents to move between unemployment and being employees, there must

be a change in the number of firms, or possible tasks. In other words, that pattern can only arise

through a pattern of expansion and contraction of the economy.

There may be additional cases where an agent is unemployed in Period 1 but an employee

in Period 2. However, in such a circumstance it would have to be the case that the agent had a
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positive probability of being a contractor in Period 1, but wasn’t in the realized state of the world.

This may happen when the volume of tasks at some firms is fluctuating.

Agents move between unemployment and contracting because there is uncertainty over the

overall demand for labor in the market. Very specific conditions are required for an equilibrium in

which some agents move between unemployment and being and employee or being an employee and

being a contractor, but no agents move between unemployment and begin a contractor. Namely,

the ex-post realization of the variables must be deterministic in each period, but the size of the

market must be fluctuating—total demand for labor is changing but is known ex-ante each period.

As this scenario is unlikely, the pattern of instability observed in contingent work may be a feature

of most labor market equilibira.

8 Employment Policy Considerations

The model presented in this paper captures the forces pushing employers to use contractors rather

than employees. Uncertainty and quantity of labor supply are important factors in determining

the size of the contracting labor market. In addition, labor regulation may have an impact on the

use of contracting.

These policies tend to only apply to employees in an effort to protect these workers. However,

they make hiring employees unattractive. Two types of such policies are those affecting minimum

compensation (i.e. requiring employers to provide employment insurance, pensions, or health insur-

ance) and limits on dismissals (i.e. an employee cannot be fired before a certain amount of time or

under various conditions). This section discusses the impact each of these two types of regulation

may have on the equilibrium allocation of agents.
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8.1 Minimum Compensation Requirements

A policy setting a minimum wage or compensation package (such as health benefits), wMC , may

have an impact on the achievable allocation of agents. Consider such a policy that applies only to

employees.

Whether and what type of impact a minimum compensation policy will have depends on

the level of the policy relative to the unregulated wage of the lowest skill employee, agent i. In an

unregulated competitive labor market equilibrium, the wage of agent i must satisfy participation

and rationality constraints of both the agent and the firm he works for. Therefore, it must be the

case that wi ∈ [0, αiE[vi]], where E[vi] is the expected value of the firm’s tasks worked on by i.

The level of the wage depends on the thickness of each side of the labor market. For example, if

the supply side of the market is very thick compared to the demand side (there are many more

agents than firms), the wage will be close to the agents’ outside option, or 0. On the other hand, if

the demand side is thick relative to the supply side (there are few agents compared to firms), the

wage will be close to the firm’s outside option, αiE[vi]. Thus, there are three possible cases for the

relationship between wMC and wi.

Case 1: Minimum Compensation is Not Binding

If

αiEi[v] > wi > wMC

then the lowest skill employee is paid more than the minimum compensation requires. Thus, the

policy is not binding and doesn’t have an effect on agent allocation or on the compensation of any

agents.

Case 2: Minimum Compensation Binding and Raises Wages
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If

αiEi[v] > wMC > wi

then the policy is binding, but the productivity of the lowest skill employee is larger than the

minimum compensation. Thus, the firm’s participation constraint will continue to be satisfied at

the higher wage. The allocation of agents, in this case, will not be impacted by the policy, but

wages will be.

It is clear that the wage of agent i will increase, as will any other agents whose wage falls

below wMC , because αi′Ei′ [v] > αiEi[v] for all i′ > i. The wages of all other agents will also

increase. The increased wage of the lowest skill worker makes hiring higher skill agents at current

wages relatively more attractive, increasing competition for these agents, and thus driving up the

wages of those agents.

Because the allocation of agents is not impacted by a policy of this level, this policy does

not have an effect on the efficiency of the market. Total production remains the same; however,

the policy results in a surplus transfer from firms to agents.

Case 3: Minimum Compensation Binding and Efficiency Decreased

If

wMC > αiEi[v] > wi

then the policy is binding, and the higher wage violates the participation constraint of the firm

hiring agent i. Thus, this firm will no longer be willing to hire agent i at this level of compensation.

This agent will either become a contractor or unemployed.

Beginning with the lowest skill employee, the minimum compensation can be compared with

the wage of employees of increasing skill to determine the overall impact on the labor market. Note,

however, that if some agents’ productivity and wages fall into Case 3, then the outside option of
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more highly skilled agents may weaken because the pool of unemployed agents creates competition

for their jobs. Thus, the wages used to determine the impact on those agents’ jobs must be

adjusted2.

The main ways in which minimum compensation will impact the labor market equilibrium

with respect to low skill contractors is in increasing the incidence of such equilibria as well as weakly

increasing the numbers of low skill contractors within such equilibria. The regulation only impacts

the allocation of agents in Case 3, where some firms no longer hire employees.

These employees may become contractors or they may become unemployed. The displace-

ment of these agents weakly increases the demand for contractors because firms without employees

will want to hire contractors, but these firms may have already used contractors for general tasks.

The displacement, then, may increase the number of contractors if the there are states in which

demand for contractors exceeds supply. Thus, the number of contractors is weakly increasing in

with regulation.

Displaced agents are always the lowest skill employees. When these agents become con-

tractors, they are like the low skill contractors in the equilibrium of interest in that there are no

employees with lower skill than them. Thus, these regulated equilibria can also reflect sociologists’

characterization of the labor market: These agents are at risk of unemployment and they prefer

employment jobs that are unavailable to them.

Any labor market with an unregulated equilibrium in which the lowest skill agents are em-

ployees or unemployed can, thus, resemble a low skill contractors equilibrium under minimum

compensation regulation. The difference between these equilibria under regulation and the unregu-

lated equilibrium type with lowest skill agents as contractors is that in these equilibria some agents

may also be unemployed with probability 1.

2An interesting result here is that the minimum wage could potentially reduce the wages of more productive
agents. A discussion of this result is outside the scope of this paper.
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8.2 Limits on Dismissals

When employees jobs are protected by limits to dismissals, contractors may be used by a firm so

as to not commit to employing an agent in the next period. Avoiding commitment is only valuable

when a firm’s task volume is expected to decrease in the future. However, in an unregulated

competitive equilibrium, an agent will move between firms only when the most productive use for

his skill changes. If firm j is no longer the best use for agent i’s skill, then the wage offered by firm

j will be lower than i’s outside option, in which case the agent would choose his outside option. So

limits on dismissals would not have an affect on allocation.

This argument demonstrates that a policy limiting dismissals can only have an effect on

allocation when wages are not allowed to adjust to changes in the market. In this way, limits on

dismissals actually function in a similar way to minimum compensation regulation. However, the

minimum compensation in this case is agent specific rather than market-wide.

An agent is sometimes hired as a contractor before being hired as an employee. This pattern

is attributed to the combination of limits on dismissals and asymmetric information about agent

skill. A firm is able to learn about an agent’s skill only after it has hired the agent. Thus, hiring

the agent as a contractor allows the firm to learn about the agent before committing to employing

him.

Because the minimum compensation effect of dismissal limiting regulation are equally likely

to bind on all skill levels (as the cost is dependent on the employment wage), the value from learning

of contracting should apply to any skill level agent. That this pattern seems to appear only in the

low skill section of the market must be explained. Thus, the effects of asymmetric information in

agent skill are a promising area of future research.
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9 Conclusion

As the use of non-standard employment relationships has increased, the reported growth of an

underclass of contingent workers has caused concern among sociologists and policy makers. Un-

derstanding the conditions that lead to these labor market patterns is essential both from a policy

perspective and for agents who are experiencing instability.

While other papers focus on trends in over the entire labor market or on the firm’s decision of

which staffing practices to use, this paper specifically explores the experiences of individual agents.

Using a basic model with no contracting problems (i.e. moral hazard or asymmetric information),

it demonstrates that particular patterns identified by sociologists can be part of the equilibrium in

a competitive, unregulated labor market.

The conditions under which this type of equilibrium is likely to arise reflect the uncertainty

which firms have been increasingly confronting in the modern economy. In particular, limited and

uncertain staffing needs can both contribute to increased contracting. Furthermore, regulations

that have been implemented to protect employees impact the equilibrium allocation of agents in

the labor market, and make this type of equilibrium more likely.

The general model outlined here can be used as a basis for understanding how agents move

through the labor market as conditions change. An important simplifying assumption made here

is that agents skill levels are observable, which allows for an efficient match. Future work can

examine employment patterns when there is asymmetric information about skill. This type of

extension would allow for the identification of the informational value of different employment

practices.
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A Proofs

Condition 1. A necessary condition for a candidate allocation of agents to be an equilibrium is

that for any i and i′ with i′ < i, it must be that [qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv] ≥ [qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv].

Proof. Holding all jobs constant, suppose there is an i′ < i with [qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv] < [qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv].

Then without changing any other assignment, switching the jobs of these two agents changes output

by

(αi′ − αi)[qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv] + (αi − αi′)[qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv]

= (αi − αi′)([qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv]− [qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv]) > 0

Lemma 1. For each realization of the random variables, unemployed agents are less skilled than

contractors in the following sense:

If agent i is unemployed, no agent with i′ < i can be employed as a contractor.

Proof. Follows directly from Condition 1: Suppose agent i′ < i is employed as a contractor. Then

[qi′,H v̄ + qi′,Lv] ≥ [qi,H v̄ + qi,Lv] = 0, violating Condition 1.

Lemma 2. There are only unemployed agents if each firm with a general task hires an agent.

Proof. If agent i is unemployed and firm j receives a general task with value vj but has not hired

an agent, surplus is increased by αivj when j hires i ex-post.

Lemma 3. Firm j can only agent i as an independent contractor if the following 2 conditions hold:

1. Firm j received a general task.

2. No agent with i′ < i is an employee of firm j.
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Proof. Part 1) If firm j does not have a general tasks, then i with general knowledge cannot produce

any value at that firm.

Part 2) If firm j has hired i′ > i as an employee, then i′ can only produce value at firm

j (that value is αi′vj). If j hires i ex-post to do this task instead then the change in surplus is

(αi − αi′)vj < 0.

Claim. If i is a contractor who prefers a job as an employee, then all i′ < i are contractors.

Proof. There cannot be an employee who is of lower skill (that firm would be willing to hire i and

get higher productivity...). If there aren’t any lower skill employees, then there must be firms that

have not hired an agent as an employee (otherwise i could not work as a contractor). But if there

are firms that have not hired an employee, then there cannot be any agents (of lower or of high

skill) who are unemployed (in every state). Thus, no lower skill agent can be an employee, and no

lower skill agent can be unemployed. All less skilled agents must also be contractors.

If there is an i′ < i who is an employee, then [qi,H v̄+qi,Lv] > [qi′,H v̄+qi′,Lv], with qi,V , qi′,V >

0. If there is an i′ < i who is unemployed, then
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